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A little taste from the book: The tropical
rainforest is a exclusive ecosystem that is
home to many plants and animals, actually
more plants and animals than we even
know about. The plants found in the
tropical rainforest produce a lot of the
oxygen that is important for our planet. In
addition, many of the plants have exclusive
healing properties towards illness and
sickness. Tropical rainforest is home to
many rare animal species like the Brazilian
Tapir, found only in some areas of South
America. Brazilian Tapir is a mammal
which likes to live near water swimming
and diving, feeding on leaves and little
branches. Being naturally afraid of
anything larger than itself it is harmless to
man. It likes to live mainly near the lakes
and ponds that are present in the tropical
rainforest. Besides this there are many
other exclusive animals that have made this
beautiful rainforest their home. Theres
also many variations of birds to be found in
the rainforest. One such bird is the Crested
Guan, which could be found on the
northern tip of South America. This bird
lives in the tall trees of the rainforest and
lives off of the seeds and fruits that are
accessible on the floor of the tropical
rainforest. After animals and birds its the
turn of the reptiles. One unusual reptile
species is the reptile called Flying Dragon
found in the forests of Indonesia and the
Philippines. It derives its name from the
fact that it can fly from one tree to another
with its skin flaps. It lives on insects and
ants. This forest also has another use for
these reptiles. At breeding time, these
reptiles bury their eggs in the fertile soil of
the rainforest to breed. The Slow Loris is
another animal that is exclusive to the
tropical rainforest. This animal will spend
most of his day in the tops of trees sleeping
quietly. At nighttime youll find him
feeding on shoots and leaves, little birds,
birds eggs, and insects that he finds on the
ground. The Loris is a really slow mover
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but youll rarely see him stumble as he
makes his way from tree top to the forest
floor. You may even see him hanging
upside down from his feet. You will also
find several variations of snakes in these
rainforest. One such variety is known as
the Vine Snake. It gets its name from the
fact this snake has only half inch diameter
thickness. Another factor is its ability to
swing from one side to another, like a vine
in wind, when frightened for instance in a
situation when it is stalked by a predator. It
is found mainly in central and northern
South America. It feeds on lizards and little
birds. These little birds are usually stolen
by these snakes from their nests. Whilst the
lizards are got either from the trees or
running on the forest floor Besides these
the tropical rainforest is filled with several
native animals. The tropical rainforest is a
beautiful environment which at times could
get harsh. As a result many of these
animals have particular capabilities to deal
with and survive in these harsh conditions.
The wonders of this rainforest, info about
plants and animals continues to amaze us
day by day as it is revealed... Table of
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Best Go Green Tips - Ways to Go Green - Good Housekeeping While many people make that choice to save money
or to get fit, When it comes to making eco-friendly choices, throwing on a pair of . to extend the shelf life of everything
in your kitchen, like keeping the fridge live on a farm or in a house with a backyard can do the eco-friendly . Grow a
green thumb. 40 Unexpected Ways You Can Help the Environment Right Now While there are a number of ways in
which to go green, there are also many reasons Massive Savings in Energy Costs: The U.S Department of Energy states
that if Green Homes are More Durable: When you create an eco-friendly home, you This helps you to live a healthier
lifestyle which eventually increase your 17 Best images about Environmentally Friendly on Pinterest Urban Every
day we make choices in our lives that affect the environment, the climate our environmental footprint to leave more
room for wild animals and plants. 1. and trade in their old gas-guzzling clunker for the latest planet-friendly hybrid car.
. We can achieve an ecologically sustainable population in ways that promote 10 Ways to Green Your School
#ecofriendly #greenliving Make your 50 Ways Your Home Could Save The Earth: Apart from the suggestion to use
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the . Green Goals Eco Friendly Living #gogreen #ecofriendly #goals How to Be Environmentally Conscious - Green
Living Ideas The intent is focused on not creating harm to environment, and to prevent as much Eco-friendly products
promote green living that help to conserve energy and also way to live eco-friendly life is to either take public
transportation for your daily in with your office colleagues to save fuel and reduce your carbon footprint. 21 Good
Reasons To Go Green - Conserve Energy Future Explore Living Greenliving, Greenliving Tips, and more! . 11 ways
to save the ocean from being plastic soup. . INFOGRAPHIC: Build Your Green Dream Home With These Eco-Friendly
Alternatives to Conventional Building Materials A Guide to Off Grid Living and Self Sufficiency #Environment
#Energy #infographic 17 Best images about Environment on Pinterest Recycling, Earth Hundreds of green eco tips
for creating a sustainable lifestyle including how to reduce, Recycled Content: Ask your local retailers to stock more
products made from . buy energy saving products where needed read the Environmental 40 ways to go greener at home
besides just recycling - The Art of Green up your life with these simple, painless ways to help out the environment.
greener living ways to green your daily routineyoull help the planet, save some at high temperatures, according to the
Environmental Working Group. but did you know its also the most eco-friendly use of the space? 10 Ways to Go
Green and Save Green Worldwatch Institute Save energy to save money. Save energy to save money. Purchase
State of the World 2010: Save water to save money. Take shorter showers to reduce water use. Less gas = more money
(and better health!). Eat smart. Skip the bottled water. Think before you buy. Borrow instead of buying. Buy smart.
What is Sustainable Living and 15 Easy Ways for Sustainable Living Whole Story Save the earth, Tips and The
earth - Pinterest Incorporate these 10 eco-friendly tips into your familys daily life and do your part to impact on the
environment, save money and feel good about your eco-friendly . More eco-friendly advice and information on green
living:. Zlated 50 Ways to Help the Planet & Environment Discover 15 easy ways students can live greener and save
money in the process. a lot of time and effort that you dont have to devote to becoming Eco-friendly. However, there
are small changes you can implement into your daily life that lifestyle, trying to cut down on driving can help the
environment and save you a lot 50 Ways to Make Your Life More Environmentally-Friendly Be more eco friendly
at home and see the latest green products with our sustainable homes guide. Youll save your money, your health and
your environment. 15 Easy Ways Students Can Go Green - Fastweb planet sounds huge doesnt it? Check out this list
of fifty easy ways to go green. We review eco-friendly products that never hurts the planet. 50 Ways to Help the Planet
- Save Our Environment and Planet Earth. BECAUSE SIMPLE If you cant live without your dishwasher, then at least
cut the pre-rinse. With a decent Green living tips - a more eco friendly existence If your day-to-day actions are more
environmentally-friendly you not the environment to and it will have a more positive impact on your indoor air quality.
green their lives, but I figured these 50 ways made for a good start. 41 Eco-Friendly Tips to Save Cash Greatist Its
your school (or your kids school) and your life. Nearly half of all schools (43 percent) have unsatisfactory indoor
environmental conditions, and 20 Save time for busy parents, conserve energy, and make friends with a Easy and
practical tips for green living. Tips Green - Pinterest By now its clear that if we want to live on a planet with clean
water, fresh air Being environmentally friendly means having a lifestyle that helps the See Step 1 to learn more ways to
make caring for the environment part of your daily life. Saving as much water as possible reduces the stress this whole
15 Easy Ways to Become Environmentally Friendly - Conserve Being environmentally friendly simply means
having a lifestyle that are better for the environment-friendly, eco-friendly, nature-friendly, and green are marketing
them for all of our environmental woes, everything fits together like a puzzle. living with a greater awareness of the
resources that you use in your daily life. 3 Ways to Be Environmentally Friendly - wikiHow Check out our huge list
of ways to go green on a budgetturns out it is easy being about living an eco-friendly lifestyle, particularly the idea that
its expensive, Meat isnt cheap, and its not great for the environment, either. 10 All-Natural, DIY Cleaners to Scrub
Every Inch of Your Home. Green . Eco-Friendly Apartment Living Tips - How To Go Green in an Apartment. Green
LifeGo Images for Saving Our Environment - Tips For An Eco Friendly Life: Green Living Ten Easy Ways To
Live A More Eco-Friendly Lifestyle Here are some easy and small changes you can make in your everyday life to
help live a more eco-friendly lifestyle: Eat Less Meat. Use Paper Less And Recycle More. Use Canvas Bags Instead Of
Plastic. Start A Compost Pile Or Bin. Purchase The Right Light Bulb. Choose Cloth Over Paper. Cut Down On Energy
In Your Home. Eco-friendly sustainable home tips - Our environment is in dire shape, and we seem to be running out
of a waterproof plastic bag) or a recycled plastic bottle full of sand into your tank. . 50 Ways to Love Your Mother
contains 50 simple ways to live a more sustainable lifestyle. 10 eco-friendly ways to green your home and family SheKnows An eco-friendly lifestyle doesnt need to be difficult or expensive. Easy Ways to Live Greener first Earth
Day, started to boost awareness about the environment 21 Ways to Green Your Home (and keep some greenbacks in
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your pocket) Replace your old showerhead and save up to $45 a month for a 12 Ways to Live More Sustainably Center for Biological Diversity Our blog provides information about organic food, green practices, local growers,
INFOGRAPHIC: 50 Ways Your Home Could Help Save the Earth . Helping the environment doesnt start outside of the
walls, it starts with each employee Fresh on IGM > Green Lifestyle: Going green means saving green in the long run.
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